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Council Tax on the rise…

… but how’s your money spent?

Council Tax will increase by 3.95% from April after
alternative Lib Dem funding proposals were blocked.

Liberal Democrats champion taxpayers’ right to know how their
money is being spent.

Provision for Adult Social Care is being shifted from Westminster
to local councils and will need increasing funding with medical
advances and as life expectancy improves. To specifically fund
this provision central government has allowed councils to add a
2% precept on top of the usually allowed 2% annual rise.

The way that Green Capital was set up by the mayor means that it can hide
behind its private company status and not disclose its full operations. £7.2M
was secured from Westminster by Stephen Williams to create a lasting
legacy of sustainability, on top of the £1.3M of council tax payers money.
How it has delivered this role and spent the money is unclear and it is
unlikely that taxpayers will be satisfied.

The Lib Dems have argued that for years the council has vastly
underestimated the amount of council tax it collected and these
missing millions could easily fund this provision and many other
initiatives but this move was blocked by council officials. The
mayor then turned to the Green party to make this amendment
to his own budget rather than accept the (electoral)
responsibility. The Lib Dems accepted this as the better of the
two remaining options and supported this increase. The
Conservatives had no alternative plans to fund Adult Social Care
and still voted against funding it in this manner.
Anthony also argued for the remaining money (a paltry £9M)
from the sale of the port land, that he led the charge to stop, be
put into a fund to building social affordable housing in the city,
for those most in need. He also supported a Low Emission Zone
that would improve air quality in Bristol, particularly central
areas, which was rejected by Labour. Despite all this the Green
party voted against the budget.

Waste and Litter
Miles has been out litterpicking, here seen with
Alison Bromilow from the
local
Neighbourhood
Partnership who this year
has been awarded the Lord
Mayor’s Medal for her long
service both city-wide and
to our local community.
Evidence shows that if
littering is left unchecked
areas then also become
targets for flytipping and
graffiti. Miles says “by
keeping down the littering
levels we are encouraging
everyone to take greater
care in keeping Cotham clean”.

This is not an isolated case. Some light has recently been shed on parking
revenue for this year but the projections going forward which Anthony has
sought unsuccessfully for some years indicate that parking in Bristol is
becoming a cash cow. Cotham and Kingsdown RPZs will reportedly make
nearly £600,000 profit this year yet the mayor confirmed he still has no plan
to reduce permit costs in these zones when Miles asked him about this at a
Full Council meeting.
The greatest black hole for money in this sub-region is the local enterprise
partnership (LEP) where Bristol’s sole non-business representative is the
mayor. This has a budget of approximately £500 million p.a. of public
money which is to attract commensurate private finance. Very little leaks
out.
The Bristol Energy and Waste Companies are also detached from full
scrutiny. The council (i.e. the mayor) is the single shareholder and only one
other councillor is allowed to see the full papers, yet business is being done
in all our names.
The sale of the Port land at Avonmouth was shrouded with information that
was only available to certain councillors in secret conditions. Anthony, like
many councillors, has run businesses and accepts commercial sensitivity.
Nevertheless it is possible and responsible for papers to deal with the issues
with a separate ‘exempt’ (or restricted) appendix. At present all such papers
are lumped together meaning all are inaccessible. Local Lib Dems reject this
as the public and elected representatives cannot properly scrutinise and
decide upon obscure actions. “In the case of the sale of the Port land” says
Anthony, “over which I fought many long and complicated battles, I believe
this lack of transparency allowed through one of the worst decisions this
council is likely to make”.

Anthony Negus with the
local recycling team

Meanwhile Anthony has put in some time with our local recycling
team to find out for himself the problems they face and where
the line is drawn between collection and rejection. Anthony says
“I was impressed with the commitment to remove marginal bins
and boxes and return them to the right house. A tiny amount of
littering does occur during this process but much more is blown
around from un-lidded and un-netted boxes the night before.
If you’re having any problems in your road them the best course
of action is to use the website to request street sweeping when
needed at: http://www.bristol.gov.uk/forms/street-cleansing
and if you’d like to help keep your area tidy look for updates and
events on the neighbourhood partnership facebook page
http://www.facebook.com/bcrnp
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Anthony’s councillor update
Anthony chairs the Neighbourhoods scrutiny commission which has
had a very busy year dealing with the new Bristol waste company,
library changes, Parks bylaws and Housing amongst others. Below are
two cases Anthony wanted to especially note:

New Cotham Forum format: The BCR Neighbourhood
Partnership has decided to trial combined local forums across
Bishopston, Cotham and Redland for the next 12 months.
Anthony says “I regret this loss of local opportunity to get
together to discuss issues which affect our local area.
Nevertheless I hope that Cotham residents will attend these
combined forums and make clear their concerns and ideas for
their locality”.

Delivering needed housing - Anthony says “I feel very strongly
about the failure of Bristol City Council to deliver more than 10 of the
30 new large council houses I provided for in 2011 when I was the
responsible Cabinet member. Due to this pressing need I set up a
comprehensive housing inquiry day which made 39 targeted
suggestions for delivering much needed affordable housing (with the
emphasis on rented not purchased)”. If you’d like to find out more
please go to: http://bit.do/HousingInquiry

Glyphosate alternatives: Kay Barnard, the Lib Dem mayoral
candidate has been working with Anthony in seeking to reduce
the use of pesticides in Bristol. Anthony liaised with the Pesticide
Safe Bristol Alliance and the new interim Head of Parks. He says
“I am pleased that Cotham will, from March 1st, be the trial area
for one year starting on alternatives to glyphosates. We use
these in our parks, verges and mainly pavements. Vinegar, hot
water and other treatments will be trialled and there is talk of
employing specialist insects for difficult plants such as Japanese
Knotweed”.

Supermarkets - these have such a major impact on all our lives, our
city and independent traders so I set up a Select Committee meeting
so I and others could put questions to the major companies. Some
chose not to appear but to answer remotely. The topics included food
waste, packaging and recycling, distribution and all aspects of
sustainability. The answers were interesting and will later be available
at: http://bit.do/SupermarketsInquiry

Bristol Parks spending: A meeting has been called at
short-notice of Neighbourhood Partnerships to discuss next
year’s allocation of £500k for parks. The works in Cotham
Gardens this year will include the playground sandpit and other
minor works
Whiteladies Cinema latest: Anthony and Miles have arranged
a first visit to the nearly completed Cinema with leaders of local
community groups. We have agreed with the operators that there
is a second visit with interested local residents but no date has
yet been fixed and numbers will have to be limited. Watch this
space!
Cotham North Parking update: The council have finally begun
updating the white lines and disabled bays. As shown in the photo
with Miles opposite this has temporarily taken some spaces out
of use but the whole scheme should be much improved once this
work is completed.
Building Works: If you are having work done on your house you
don’t have to use your visitors permits for your tradesperson.
They can apply for permits for use around the city on:
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/parking/trader-permits

Low Emission Zone

Isolation in the Community

Anthony was pleased to welcome one of the two hybrid buses,
Anthony submitted the following statement to the January BCR pictured above, that will operate solely on low-emission electric drive
Neighbourhood Partnership:
while inside a central Air Quality Management Area in Bristol.
“I am aware from extensive contact with people in my ward that there
is substantial and unrecognised isolation across a wider range of our
residents than I had believed. I am asking that the Neighbourhood
Partnership agree to take on two tasks.

It’s good to see that air pollution is being addressed within the
mass-transit business, but since a Low Emission Zone was first
proposed in 2007 by Lib Dem Cabot Cllr. Dr. Mark Wright no progress
on how this could be extended to service vehicles and private cars has
been made.

The first is to better understand the extent and nature of this issue.
We might engage with Bristol City Council and national organisations
to assist us with this and to extrapolate local information. We might Miles and Anthony have completed the regular survey – just as other
work with more local branches of such organisations for a better parties are starting their campaigns. We have spoken to and/or left a
understanding of our neighbourhood position.
survey form with all 4,500 flats and households in Cotham ward.
Anthony says “This, together with our quarterly Focus newsletter,
This would then inform the second task which is to research those
which is written, paid for and delivered by local Lib Dems, is what
local groups (including churches etc) who are presently actively
residents should expect from their local representatives. It is essential
addressing this issue and to scope how the NP could best support or
that we understand local views and people get the chance to meet
augment their activities. At that stage we would be in a position to
their councillor”.
decide if the NP were in a position to engage and/or add this to our
NP Plan. I am asking for your support to add the first two tasks to our Conversations, and the returned surveys, show that residents feel
work programme”.
very strongly about the need to improve local transport and reduce
congestion, to make sure affordable housing is more widely available,
and to protect the environment and to reduce carbon emissions.

Annual Cotham survey completed!
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